Thank you to our donors in 2012-2013

As a nonprofit organization providing programming to youth and youth-serving organizations at little to no cost, Lake Erie Ink relies on donations and grants from foundations, businesses and individuals. We would like to offer our sincere appreciation to everyone who has supported LEI, including foundations, individual donors, and businesses.

AHS Foundation
The Fowler Family Foundation
The MLG Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Federation of Cleveland
US Bancorp Foundation
The Wolpert Fund of the Cleveland Foundation
Cuyahoga Arts & Culture

Collaborators — Your gift of $5,000 will support creative collaboration between Lake Erie Ink and public school teachers in their efforts to motivate and challenge youth with meaningful writing.

- Anonymous donor

Publishers — Your gift of $1000 promotes student writing with publication of quality anthologies, chapbooks, and digital media.

- Holley Martens
- Dallas and Bill Schubert
- Barbara Schubert
- Jon and Monica Stone

Underwriters — Your gift of $250 will nurture 25 Ink Spot participants on a daily basis by providing enriching programs and trained volunteers.

- Mary Ellen McNulty
- Earl Pike
Scholars — Your gift of $25 provides a scholarship to a student who wants to attend Lake Erie Ink but cannot afford the registration fee.

- Sharon Afforde
- Laura and Michael Bennett
- Pam Bertraud and Ray Gonzalez
- Elena Decipeda
- Susan and Adam Fleischer
- Jill and William Frankel
- Justin and Elizabeth Hijar Herdman
- Damir Janigro and Kim Conklin
- Judy and David Kaufman
- Donna Marchetti
- Mark Phillips
- Barb and Bob Rosenbaum
- Shirley Shatten
- Candace and John Sheffler
- The Network Doctor LLC
- Barbara Wherley
- Susan Yao

Free Thinkers — Your gift of $5 to a gazillion will support LEI in all of the above ways plus others we haven’t thought of yet.

- Al Bellin
- Barbara L. Broadbent
- Colleen Burke
- Beverly Ann Burks
- Temma and Glenn Collins
- Henry Doll
- Kari Elsila
- Jeffrey Epstein
- Judith and Bruce Frumker
- Tom Hagesfeld
- Steve Haynie
- Arlene Houdek
- Jack and Betty Hubbard
- Jerry Kagan and Ruth Mardell
- Kathy and David Lammert
- John and Deanne Lentz
- Nancy Levin
- Julia and Stuart Lipp
- Harriett Logan
- Siobhan Lukowsky
- James and Claire Robinson May
- Sally Menges
- James Mihos
- Stacy Miller
- Louisa Oliver
- Anclaire Oscar
- Gloria Plevin
- Jeanne Shatten
- Saroya Queen-Tabor
- Nihkil Rao and Amy Miller
- Jeremy Schirra
- Kate and Eagan Snow Rackley
- Jack and Blanche Valancy
- Richard Waugh and Rachel Bernstein
- Gordon and Sarah Wean
- Lauren Werber and Brian Kelly
- Jarod Witowski
- Susan and Christopher Wood